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SYNERTEC ANNOUNCES AWARD OF ANOTHER KEY PROJECT FOR
ANSTO
ASX-listed Australian engineering solutions company, Synertec Corporation Limited (ASX: SOP), is proud to
announce the award of another critical engineering solution for ANSTO, Australia’s Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation. The scope includes a building management system and a critical environmental
control system for the new SyMo waste treatment facility.
The SyMo waste treatment facility is a first of its kind innovative waste treatment solution that will reduce the cost
involved in the long-term safe storage of intermediate level liquid waste.
Synertec’s Managing Director, Mr Michael Carroll said “This is another exciting and significant project for us. We have
developed a positive and successful relationship with ANSTO over several years by providing highly technical and
specialised advice and solutions. This new project will integrate closely with our current ANSTO project, which is the
critical safety shutdown and control system.
Mr. Carroll further explained; “Synertec’s strategy targets “mission critical” challenges facing our clients and we deliver
cost effective, robust and verifiable engineering solutions. Given this is Synertec’s second recent project for ANSTO
and involves critical operations within a nuclear processing facility, the award is a clear demonstration that our strategy is
working and our engineers are delivering. We feel privileged to be given this responsibility on such a nationally
significant project”.
-ENDS-

About ANSTO
ANSTO leverages great science to deliver big outcomes. ANSTO partners with scientists and engineers to apply new
technologies to provide real-world benefits. ANSTO's work improves human health, saves lives, builds industries and
protects the environment.
ANSTO is the home of Australia’s most significant landmark and national infrastructure for research. Thousands of
scientists from industry and academia benefit from gaining access to state-of-the-art instruments every year.

About Synertec
Synertec is a multi-disciplined engineering company, delivering specialist engineering solutions across “mission critical”,
complex and highly regulated industries including defence, rail, oil and gas, biotechnology, food and dairy,
petrochemical and fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals and water industries.
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